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Gauge/String Duality, Hot QCD
and Heavy Ion Collisions

Casalderrey-Solana, Liu, Mateos, Rajagopal, Wiedemann

A 500 page book. We finished the manuscript a few weeks
ago. To appear in early 2014, Cambridge University Press.

95 page intro to heavy ion collisions and to hot QCD, in-
cluding on the lattice. 70 page intro to string theory and
gauge/string duality. Including a ‘duality toolkit’.

280 pages on holographic calculations that have yielded in-
sights into strongly coupled plasma and heavy ion collisions.
Hydrodynamics and transport coefficients. Thermodynamics
and susceptibilities. Far-from-equilibrium dynamics and hy-
drodynamization. Jet quenching. Heavy quarks. Quarkonia.
Some calculations done textbook style. In other cases just
results. In all cases the focus is on qualitative lessons for
heavy ion physics.



A Grand Opportunity
• By colliding “nuclear pancakes” (nuclei Lorentz contracted

by γ ∼ 100 and now γ ∼ 1400), RHIC and now the LHC
are making little droplets of “Big Bang matter”: the stuff
that filled the whole universe microseconds after the Big
Bang.

• Using five detectors (PHENIX & STAR @ RHIC; ALICE,
ATLAS & CMS @ LHC) scientists are answering ques-
tions about the microseconds-old universe that cannot be
addressed by any conceivable astronomical observations
made with telescopes and satellites.

• And, the properties of the matter that filled the microsec-
ond old universe turn out to be interesting. The Liquid
Quark-Gluon Plasma shares common features with forms
of matter that arise in condensed matter physics, atomic
physics and black hole physics, and that pose challenges
that are central to each of these fields.













Quark-Gluon Plasma
• The T →∞ phase of QCD. Entropy wins over order; sym-

metries of this phase are those of the QCD Lagrangian.

• Asymptotic freedom tells us that, for T →∞, QGP must

be weakly coupled quark and gluon quasiparticles.

• Lattice calculations of QCD thermodynamics reveal a

smooth crossover, like the ionization of a gas, occur-

ring in a narrow range of temperatures centered at a

Tc ' 175 MeV ' 2 trillion ◦C ∼ 20 µs after big bang. At

this temperature, the QGP that filled the universe broke

apart into hadrons and the symmetry-breaking order that

characterizes the QCD vacuum developed.

• Experiments now producing droplets of QGP at temper-

atures several times Tc, reproducing the stuff that filled

the few-microseconds-old universe.



QGP Thermodynamics on the
Lattice

Endrodi et al, 2010

Transition temperature Equation of state Curvature on µ–T Summary

Pressure and energy density

ε normalized to the Stefan-Boltzmann limit: ε(T→∞)=15.7
at 1000 MeV still 20% difference to the Stefan-Boltzmann value

essentially perfect scaling, lines/points are lying on top of each other

Z. Fodor Tc , EoS and the curvature of the phase diagram from lattice QCD (Wuppertal-Budapest results)

Transition temperature Equation of state Curvature on µ–T Summary

Entropy and trace anomaly

good agreement with the HRG model up to the transition region
Tc can be defined as the inflection point of the trace anomaly

Inflection point of I(T )/T 4 154(4) MeV
T at the maximum of I(T )/T 4 187(5) MeV
Maximum value of I(T )/T 4 4.1(1)

agreement with Aoki, Fodor, Katz, Szabo, JHEP 0601, 089 (2006) [arXiv:hep-lat/0510084]

Z. Fodor Tc , EoS and the curvature of the phase diagram from lattice QCD (Wuppertal-Budapest results)

Above Tcrossover ∼ 150-200 MeV, QCD = QGP. QGP static
properties can be studied on the lattice.
Lesson of the past decade: don’t try to infer dynamic prop-
erties from static ones. Although its thermodynamics is al-
most that of ideal-noninteracting-gas-QGP, this stuff is very
different in its dynamical properties. [Lesson from exper-
iment+hydrodynamics. But, also from the large class of
gauge theories with holographic duals whose plasmas have ε
and s at infinite coupling 75% that at zero coupling.]
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Liquid Quark-Gluon Plasma
• Hydrodynamic analyses of RHIC data on how asymmet-

ric blobs of Quark-Gluon Plasma expand (explode) have

taught us that QGP is a strongly coupled liquid, with

(η/s) — the dimensionless characterization of how much

dissipation occurs as a liquid flows — much smaller than

that of all other known liquids except one.

• The discovery that it is a strongly coupled liquid is what

has made QGP interesting to a broad scientific commu-

nity.

• Can we make quantitative statements, with reliable error

bars, about η/s?

• Does the story change at the LHC?



Ultracold Fermionic Atom Fluid
• The one terrestrial fluid with η/s comparably small to that

of QGP.

• NanoKelvin temperatures, instead of TeraKelvin.

• Ultracold cloud of trapped fermionic atoms, with their

two-body scattering cross-section tuned to be infinite. A

strongly coupled liquid indeed. (Even though it’s conven-

tionally called the “unitary Fermi gas”.)

• Data on elliptic flow (and other hydrodynamic flow pat-

terns that can be excited) used to extract η/s as a func-

tion of temperature. . .



Viscosity to entropy density ratio

consider both collective modes (low T)

and elliptic flow (high T)

Cao et al., Science (2010)

η/s ≤ 0.4
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Motion Is Hydrodynamic
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When does thermalization occur? 
Strong evidence that final state bulk behavior 
reflects the initial state geometry

Because the initial azimuthal asymmetry
persists in the final state
dn/dφ ~ 1 + 2 v2(pT) cos (2 φ) + ...

2v2

This old slide (Zajc, 2008) gives a sense of how data and hydro-

dynamic calculations of v2 are compared, to extract η/s.



Particle production w.r.t. reaction plane 
Particle with 
momentum p  
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Consider single inclusive particle 
momentum spectrum 
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To characterize azimuthal asymmetry, measure n-th harmonic moment of f(p). 

vn ≡ ei n φ =
dpei n φ∫ f ( p)
dp∫ f ( p) event

average

n-th order flow 

Problem: This expression cannot be used for data analysis, since the  
                orientation of the reaction plane is not known a priori.  



How to measure flow? 

•  “Dijet” process 
•  Maximal asymmetry 
•  NOT correlated to  
  the reaction plane 

•  Many 2->2 or 2-> n 
  processes  
•  Reduced asymmetry 
 
 
•  NOT correlated to  
  the reaction plane 

€ 

~ 1 N

•  final state interactions  
•  asymmetry caused not only 
  by multiplicity fluctuations 
•  collective component is  
  correlated to the reaction plane 

The azimuthal asymmetry of particle production has a collective 
and a random component. Disentangling the two requires a 
statistical analysis of finite multiplicity fluctuations. 



Measuring flow – one procedure 
●  Want to measure particle production as function of angle w.r.t. reaction plane 

But reaction plane is unknown ... 

●  Have to measure particle correlations: 

“Non-flow effects” 

But this requires signals 

●  Improve measurement with higher cumulants: 

This requires signals 

Borghini, Dinh, Ollitrault, PRC (2001) 

€ 

vn D( ) = ei n φ
D

€ 

ei n φ1−φ2( )
D1∧D2

= vn D1( ) vn D2( ) + ei n φ1−φ2( )
D1∧D2
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v2 @ LHC 
●  Momentum space 

Reaction 
plane 

N ~100−1000⇒1 N ~ 0.1 ~O(v2 ) ??

€ 

1 N 3 4 ~≤ 0.03 << v2

•  ‘Non-flow’ effect for 2nd order cumulants 

•  Signal               implies 2-1 asymmetry of  
  particles production w.r.t. reaction plane. 

€ 

v2 ≈ 0.2

2nd order cumulants do not characterize 
solely collectivity. 

Strong Collectivity ! 

dN
dφ pTdpT

∝ 1+ 2v2 pT( )cos 2φ( )"# $%

pT-integrated v2 



The appropriate dynamical framework 

λmfp ≈ ∞ ⇒ no φ − dep

€ 

λmfp ≈ finite λmfp < Rsystem

Free streaming   
Particle cascade 
(QCD transport  theory)   

Dissipative 
fluid dynamics   

Perfect fluid 
dynamics   

Theory 
tools:  

System p+p ?? … pA …?? …  AA   …    ?? 

φ

λmfp ≈ 0⇒max φ − dep

●  depends on mean free path 
   (more precisely: depends on applicability of a quasi-particle picture) 



Rapid Equilibration?
• Agreement between data and hydrodynamics can be spoiled

either if there is too much dissipation (too large η/s) or

if it takes too long for the droplet to equilibrate.

• Long-standing estimate is that a hydrodynamic descrip-

tion must already be valid only 1 fm after the collision.

• This has always been seen as rapid equilibration. Weak

coupling estimates suggest equilbration times of 3-5 fm.

And, 1 fm just sounds rapid.

• But, is it really? How rapidly does equilibration occur in

a strongly coupled theory?



Colliding Strongly Coupled Sheets of Energy

zµ
tµ

E/µ4

Hydrodynamics valid ∼ 3 sheet thicknesses after the collision, i.e. ∼ 0.35

fm after a RHIC collision. Equilibration after ∼ 1 fm need not be thought

of as rapid. Chesler, Yaffe arXiv:1011.3562

Similarly ‘rapid’ hydrodynamization times (τT . 0.7 − 1) found for many

non-expanding or boost invariant initial conditions. Heller et al, arXiv:1103.3452,

1202.0981, 1203.0755, 1304.5172



Anisotropic Viscous Hydrodynamics
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Hydrodynamics valid so early that the hydrodynamic fluid is not yet

isotropic. ‘Hydrodynamization before isotropization.’ An epoch when

first order effects (spatial gradients, anisotropy, viscosity, dissipation)

important. Hydrodynamics with entropy production.

This has now been seen in very many strongly coupled analyses of hy-

drodynamization. Janik et al., Chesler et al., Heller et al., ...

Could have been anticipated as a possibility without holography. But, it

wasn’t — because in a weakly coupled context isotropization happens

first.



Determining η/s from RHIC data
• Using relativistic viscous hydrodynamics to describe ex-

panding QGP, microscopic transport to describe late-

time hadronic rescattering, and using RHIC data on pion

and proton spectra and v2 as functions of pT and impact

parameter. . .

• Circa 2010/2011: QGP@RHIC, with Tc < T . 2Tc, has

1 < 4πη/s < 2.5. [Largest remaining uncertainty: assumed

initial density profile across the “almond”.] Song, Bass,

Heinz, Hirano, Shen arXiv:1101.4638

• 4πη/s ∼ 104 for typical terrestrial gases, and 10 to 100 for

all known terrestrial liquids except one. Hydrodynamics

works much better for QGP@RHIC than for water.

• 4πη/s = 1 for any (of the by now very many) known

strongly coupled gauge theory plasmas that are the “holo-

gram” of a (4+1)-dimensional gravitational theory “heated

by” a (3+1)-dimensional black-hole horizon.





What changes at the LHC?

Wit Busza  APS May 2011  21 

Hydrodynamic flow: no surprises 

ALICE, arXiv: 1011.3914v1 

PT 

PT 

CMS preliminary 

ALICE CMS

v2(pT ) for charged hadrons similar at LHC and RHIC. At

zeroth order, no apparent evidence for any change in η/s.

The hotter QGP at the LHC is still a strongly coupled liquid.

Quantifying this, i.e. constraining the (small) temperature

dependence of η/s in going from RHIC to LHC, requires

separating effects of η/s from effects of initial density profile

across the almond.



Determining the Shear Viscosity of QGP:
Using Fluctuations to Beat Down the Initial State Uncertainties
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1. Characterize energy density with ellipse

Elliptic Shape gives elliptic flow

v2 = 〈cos 2φp〉

2. Around almond shape are fluctuations

Triangular Shape→ v3 Alver, Roland, 2010

v3 = 〈cos 3(φp −Ψ3)〉

3. Hot-spots give correlated higher harmonics

vn = 〈cosn(φp −Ψn)〉
Different harmonics depend differently on hot-spot size, damped differently by viscosity, and

depend differently on system size, momentum. Experimental data on magnitude and

correlations of higher harmonics can vastly overconstrain hydrodynamic predictions for QGP,

and hence determination of η/s. Maybe even η/s(T ). A flood of data in 2011 and 2012.

Slide adapted from Teaney; image from Schenke, Jeon, Gale.
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PHENIX Flow talk at Quark Matter 2011, May 24, Annecy, France ShinIchi Esumi, Univ. of Tsukuba 6

arXiv:1105.3928

charged particle vn : ||<0.35

reaction plane n : ||=1.0~2.8
(1) v3 is comparable to v2 at 0~10% 

(2) weak centrality dependence on v3

(3)  v4{4} ~ 2 x v4{2}

All of these are consistent 

with initial fluctuation.

v2{2}, v3{3}, v4{4} at 200GeV Au+Au
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Other Harmonics

)c (GeV/
t
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ollaboration, arX
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see presentation A. Bilandzic

The overall dependence of v2 and v3 is described
However there is no simultaneous description with a 
single η/s of v2 and v3 for Glauber initial conditions



The full harmonic spectrum  

Julia Velkovska (Vanderbilt)                    CMS Flow results, Quark Matter 2011  23 

• vn vs Npart shows different trends:  

• even harmonics have similar centrality dependence: 

•  decreasing  0 with increasing  Npart  

• v3 has weak centrality dependence, finite for central collisions  



Higher Order Flow Harmonics (v2-v6) 

10 

v n
 

v
n
 

Central 

Peripheral 

ATLAS, Phys. Rev. C 86, 014907 (2012) 

• Significant v2 − v6  are measured in broad range of pT,  and centrality 
• pT dependence for all measured amplitudes show similar trend 
• Stronger centrality dependence of v2 than higher order harmonics 
• In most central collisions (0-5%): v3, v4 can be larger than v2 

v
n

 



Paul Sorensen for the STAR Collaboration

✩STAR

✩STAR

vn
2{2} vs n for 0-2.5% Central

7

vn{4} is zero for 0-2.5% central: look at v2
2{2} vs n to extract the power spectrum in 

nearly symmetric collisions

Fit by a Gaussian except for n=1. The width can be related to length scales like 

mean free path, acoustic horizon, 1/(2πT)…

Integrates all Δη within acceptance: we can look more differentially to assess non-flow

This is the Power Spectrum of Heavy-Ion Collisions

STAR Preliminary

P. Staig and E. Shuryak, arXiv:1008.3139 [nucl-th]

A. Mocsy, P. S., arXiv:1008.3381 [hep-ph]

A. Adare [PHENIX], arXiv:1105:3928

|η|<1



Power spectra in azimuth angle
19

 vn vs n for n=1-15 in 0-5% most central collisions and 2.0-3.0 GeV

Significant v2-v6 signal, 

higher order consistent with 0

n
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The error on vn=√vn,n is highly non-Gaussian 

Damping of higher order harmonics 

provides important constraint on η/s



Odd harmonics dominate central collisions 
In the most central 0-5% events, 
 
 
 
Fluctuations in initial conditions 
dominate flow measurements 
  

v3 ≥ v2



Early Responses to Flood of Data
• v2 alone indicates η/s roughly same at LHC as at RHIC.

• Full-scale relativistic viscous hydrodynamics calculations,

with systematic exploration of initial-state fluctuations,

and treatment of the late-stage hadron gas are being

done by many groups, but will take a little time. Early,

partial, analyses indicate that flood of data on v3...6 will

tighten the determination of η/s significantly. Eg. . .

• Measurements of v3 and v2 together allow separation of

effects of η/s from effects of different shapes of the initial

density profile.

• The higher vn’s are sensitive to the size of the density

fluctuations, and to η/s.

• Systematic, state-of-the-art, analyses are coming, but

take longer. The shape of things to come . . .



V2 at RHIC and LHC 
Song,  Bass & Heinz, PRC 2011 

The average QGP viscosity is roughly the same at RHIC and LHC  



Early Responses to Flood of Data
• v2 alone indicates η/s roughly same at LHC as at RHIC.
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with systematic exploration of initial-state fluctuations,

and treatment of the late-stage hadron gas are being

done by many groups, but will take a little time. Early,

partial, analyses indicate that flood of data on v3...6 will
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• Measurements of v3 and v2 together allow separation of
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density profile.

• The higher vn’s are sensitive to the size of the density

fluctuations, and to η/s.
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Using v3 and v2 to extract η/s 3
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MC-KLN η/s = 0.20 (b)
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(c)
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FIG. 3: Eccentricity-scaled, pT -integrated v2,3 for the hydrodynamically evolved MC-KLN (a,b) and MC-Glauber (c,d) models,
compared with ALICE v2,3 data for 2.76 ATeV Pb-Pb collisions [25] scaled by their corresponding eccentricities (see text).

harder than those from MC-Glauber initial conditions.
This is a consequence of larger radial flow caused by
larger transverse viscous pressure gradients in the MC-
KLN case where the fluid is taken to have 2.5 times larger
shear viscosity than for the MC-Glauber simulations, in
order to obtain the same elliptic flow [4, 6]. In periph-
eral collisions these viscous effects are stronger than in
more central collisions where the fireball is larger [48].
As shown in [21, 49], event-by-event evolution of fluctu-
ating initial conditions generates, for small values of η/s,
flatter hadron spectra than single-shot hydrodynamics,
especially in peripheral collisions, due to stronger radial
flow driven by hot spots in the fluctuating initial states.
Proper event-by-event evolution of the latter is there-
fore expected to reduce the difference between the MC-
Glauber and MC-KLN curves in Fig. 1(b) since this effect
is relatively strong for η/s =0.08 (MC-Glauber) [21] but
almost absent for η/s =0.2 (MC-KLN) [42].

3. pT -integrated elliptic and triangular flow. In Fig-
ure 2 we compare our pT -integrated v2 and v3 as func-
tions of centrality with ALICE v2{2}, v2{4}, v3{2}, and
v3{4} data, extracted from 2- and 4-particle correlations
[25]. For both models, v2,3 from averaged smooth ini-
tial conditions lie between the experimental v2,3{2} and
v2,3{4} values. This is consistent with the theoretical ex-
pectation [50, 51] that vn{2} (vn{4}) is shifted up (down)
relative to the average flow by event-by-event flow fluc-
tuations and was also found elsewhere [6, 8, 13]. Upon
closer inspection, however, and recalling that ideal single-
shot hydrodynamics with smooth initial condition was
shown [21] to generate v2 similar to v2{2} from the cor-
responding event-by-event evolution, it seems that the
MC-KLN is favored since it produces v2 results closer
to the v2{2} data. Unfortunately, a similar argument
using v3 can be held against the MC-KLN model. To
eliminate the interpretation difficulties associated with a
comparison of average flows from single-shot evolution of
averaged initial conditions with data affected irreducibly

by naturally existing event-by-event fluctuations, we pro-
ceed to a comparison of eccentricity-scaled flow coeffi-
cients.

Assuming linear response of v2,3 to their respective ec-
centricities ε2,3 (which was found to hold with reason-
able accuracy for v2 and v3 but not for higher order
anisotropic flows [21]), we follow [52] and scale the flow
v2,3 from single-shot hydrodynamics by the eccentricity
ε̄2,3 of the ensemble-averaged smooth initial energy den-
sity, while scaling the experimental v2,3{2} and v2,3{4}
data by the corresponding fluctuating eccentricity mea-
sures ε2,3{2} and ε2,3{4}, respectively, calculated from
the corresponding models. In [42] we justify this proce-
dure for v2,3{2} and v2{4} and also show that it fails for
v3{4}/ε3{4} since this ratio is found to differ strongly
from v3/ε̄3.

The eccentricity-scaled elliptic and triangular flow co-
efficients for the MC-KLN and MC-Glauber models are
shown in Figs. 3(a,b) and 3(c,d), respectively, and com-
pared with the corresponding data from ALICE. The
first thing to note is the impressively accurate agreement
between the experimentally measured v2{2}/ε2{2} and
v2{4}/ε2{4}, showing that for elliptic flow the idea of
scaling “each flow with its own eccentricity” [52] works
very well. The same is not true for v3{2}/ε3{2} and
v3{4}/ε3{4} for which the experimental do not at all
agree (not shown), nor are they expected to [42]. Sec-
ondly, both v2{2}/ε2{2} and v2{4}/ε2{4} measured by
ALICE agree well with the viscous hydrodynamic calcu-
lations, for both the MC-Glauber and MC-KLN models,
confirming that for each model the correct value of η/s
has been used as far as elliptic flow is concerned.

The bottom panels in Fig. 3 show the triangular flow
v3. Clearly, with the viscosities needed to reproduce
v2, the MC-KLN model badly disagrees with the ex-
perimental data. The measured triangular flow is too
big to accommodate a specific shear viscosity as large as
0.2. Within the present approach, the only possibility to

An example calculation showing LHC data on v2 alone can

be fit well with η/s = .08 and .20, by starting with different

initial density profiles, both reasonable. But, v3 breaks the

“degeneracy”. Qiu, Shen, Heinz 1110.3033



Early Responses to Flood of Data
• v2 alone indicates η/s roughly same at LHC as at RHIC.

• Full-scale relativistic viscous hydrodynamics calculations,

with systematic exploration of initial-state fluctuations,

and treatment of the late-stage hadron gas are being

done by many groups, but will take a little time. Early,

partial, analyses indicate that flood of data on v3...6 will

tighten the determination of η/s significantly. Eg. . .

• Measurements of v3 and v2 together allow separation of

effects of η/s from effects of different shapes of the initial

density profile.

• The higher vn’s are sensitive to the size of the density

fluctuations, and to η/s.

• Systematic, state-of-the-art, analyses are coming, but

take longer. The shape of things to come . . .
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Spectral plots for three for three
widths of the initial perturbation, 0.4,0.7 and 1 fm, from
top to bottom. The (magenta) small-dashed, the (red) dash-
dotted, the (green) solid and (black) dashed curves are for
η/s = 0, 0.08, 0.134, 0.16, respectively. The data points are
preliminary data from ATLAS reported at QM2001 [25]. Sim-
ilar data (not shown here) have been reported by the PHENIX
[28] and STAR [29] collaborations. All the curves are arbi-
trarily normalized to fit the third harmonic.

see, the curves look shifted toward the larger m from the
data points, especially well seen for m = 4..6. Larger m
corresponds to smaller angular size of the sound circles.
This happens because we have not fitted the freezeout
temperature and time τf to these data: decreasing the
former and increasing the latter one can certainly get
better fit. We have not done so because in any case our
calculation is done for conformal matter with fixed speed
of sound and ε/T 4, and cannot accurately describe the
real collisions anyway.

E. The location of the perturbation

So far we have demonstrated some qualitative features
of the one-body spectrum and two-body correlations re-
sulting from a local perturbation, selecting one typical
location. In this section we provide further detail on the
modifications of the Green function we calculated on the
location of the initial hot spot. Since we only consider

-1 0 1 2 3 4 5

DΦ HradL

-1 0 1 2 3 4 5

DΦ HradL
FIG. 10: (Color online) Top: The two-pion distribution in
arbitrary units as a function of azimuthal angle difference ∆φ
(rad), for r =2(blue large dash),3(brown dash-dot),4.1(red
solid line) fm. Bottom: The two-pion distribution in arbitrary
units as a function of azimuthal angle difference ∆φ (rad),
for r =4.1(the same red solid line),4.7 (green small dash),5.5
(black dash-dot-dot) fm. All plots are for the same value of
the viscosity-to-entropy ratio η/s = 0.134

central collisions, by “location” we mean the radial posi-
tion of the “hot spot”. As shown in Fig.10, changing the
location of the spot visibly affects the quantitative shape
of the two-particle correlation as well as the power spec-
trum Fig.11. When the spot is located near the center
of the fireball, the two particle correlation presents only
one peak located at ∆φ = 0, and no structure on the
away side. The characteristic two peaks appear when
the initial perturbation is located not too close to the
center(r ∼ 3− 5 fm).

Furthermore, as one can see, the amplitude of the mod-
ulation decreases in this case. This happens not because
of a change of the hot spot amplitude (which is the same
in all cases), but because of the (partial) cancellation be-
tween hydro perturbations for velocities of the first type
(in the sound wave) and the second type (extra radial

• Analytic calculation of

“shape” of vn’s in a

simplified geometry with

small fluctuations of a

single size.

• Panels, top to bottom,

are for fluctuations with

size 0.4, 0.7 and 1 fm.

• Colors show varying η/s,

with magenta, red, green,

black being η/s =0, 0.08,

0.134, 0.16.

• Evidently, higher har-

monics will constrain

size of fluctuations and

η/s, which controls their

damping.

Staig, Shuryak, 1105.0676



Hydrodynamic evolution

Given the initial energy density distribution we solve

∂µT
µν = 0

Tµν = (ε+ P )uµuν − Pgµν + πµν

using only shear viscosity: πµµ = 0

MUSIC B. Schenke, S. Jeon, C. Gale, Phys. Rev. C82, 014903 (2010); Phys.Rev.Lett.106, 042301 (2011)

3+1D event-by-event relativistic viscous hydrodynamic simulation

initial ideal η/s = 0.16

evolve to

τ = 6 fm/c

Björn Schenke (BNL) QM2012 4/19



Flow analysis B. Schenke, S. Jeon, C. Gale, Phys. Rev. C85, 024901 (2012)

After Cooper-Frye freeze-out and resonance decays
in each event we compute
vn = 〈cos[n(φ− ψn)]〉
with the event-plane angle ψn = 1

n arctan 〈sin(nφ)〉
〈cos(nφ)〉

Sensitivity of event averaged vn on
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done by many groups, but will take a little time. Early,

partial, analyses indicate that flood of data on v3...6 will
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• Measurements of v3 and v2 together allow separation of
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More centrality classes: IP-Glasma + MUSIC
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Unfolded v2, v3 and v4 Distributions 

15 

• vn distributions normalized to unity for n = 2,3 and 4 
• Lines represent radial projections of 2D Gaussians, rescaled to <vn> 

• for v2 only in the 0-2% of most central collisions  
• for v3 and v4 over all centralities  

Direct measure of flow harmonics fluctuations 

v2 v3 v4 



Event-by-event distributions of vn

comparing to all new ATLAS data:
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2012-114/

see talk by Jiangyong Jia in Session 4A, today, 11:20 am
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Comparison of vn(pT ) at RHIC using
constant η/s = 0.12 and a temperature dependent η/s(T ) as
parametrized in [33]. Experimental data by the PHENIX [1]
(open symbols) and STAR [35] (preliminary, filled symbols)
collaborations. Bands indicate statistical errors.
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FIG. 8. (Color online) v1(pT ) compared to experimental data
from the ALICE [37] and ATLAS [38] collaborations.

not necessarily the only explanation. In fact, for RHIC
energies, calculated pion spectra also underestimate the
data for pT < 300MeV but v1(pT ) is well reproduced.

We present event-by-event distributions of v2, v3, and
v4 compared to results from the ATLAS collaboration
[40, 41] in Fig. 9. We chose 20-25% central events be-
cause eccentricity distributions from neither MC-Glauber
nor MC-KLN models agree with the experimental data
in this bin [41]. To compare data with the distribution
of initial eccentricities [42] from the IP-Glasma model
and the final vn distributions after hydrodynamic evolu-
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Scaled distributions of v2, v3, and v4
(from top to bottom) compared to experimental data from
the ATLAS collaboration [40, 41]. 1300 events. Bands are
systematic experimental errors.

tion, we scaled the distributions by their respective mean
value. We find that the initial eccentricity distributions
are a good approximation to the distribution of experi-
mental vn. Only for v4 (and less so for v2) the large vn
end of the experimental distribution is much better de-
scribed by the hydrodynamic vn distribution than the εn
distribution. This can be explained by non-linear mode
coupling becoming important for large values of v2 and
v4.

In summary, we have shown that the IP-
Glasma+music model gives very good agreement
to multiplicity and flow distributions at RHIC and LHC.
By including properly sub-nucleon scale color charge
fluctuations and their resulting early time CYM dynam-
ics, this model significantly extends previous studies in
the literature [19, 36, 43–47]. Omitted in all studies
including ours is the stated dynamics of instabilities and
strong scattering in over-occupied classical fields that



QGP cf CMB
• In cosmology, initial-state quantum fluctuations, processed

by hydrodynamics, appear in data as c`’s. From the c`’s,

learn about initial fluctuations, and about the “fluid” —

eg its baryon content.

• In heavy ion collisions, initial state quantum fluctuations,

processed by hydrodynamics, appear in data as vn’s. From

vn’s, learn about initial fluctuations, and about the QGP

— eg its η/s, ultimately its η/s(T ) and ζ/s.

• Cosmologists have a huge advantage in resolution: c`’s

up to ` ∼ thousands. But, they have only one “event”!

• Heavy ion collisions only up to v6 at present. But they

have billions of events. And, they can do controlled varia-

tions of the initial conditions, to understand systematics. . .



New Experiments
• In Au-Au collisions, varying impact parameter gives you

one slice through the parameter space of shape and den-

sity. New experiments will bring us closer to independent

control of shape and density.

• Uranium-Uranium collisions at RHIC. Uranium nuclei are

prolate ellipsoids. When they collide “side-on-side”, you

get elliptic flow at zero impact parameter, ie at higher

energy density.

• Copper-Gold collisions at RHIC. Littler sphere on bigger

sphere. At nonzero impact parameter, get triangularity,

and v3, even in the mean. Not just from fluctuations.

• Both will provide new ways to understand systematics

and disentangle effects of η/s.

• First runs of each a few months ago.



η/s and Holography
• 4πη/s = 1 for any (of the very many) known strongly cou-

pled large-Nc gauge theory plasmas that are the “holo-
gram” of a (4+1)-dimensional gravitational theory “heated
by” a (3+1)-dimensional black-hole horizon.

• Geometric intuition for dynamical phenomena at strong
coupling. Hydrodynamization = horizon formation.
Nontrivial hydrodynamic flow pattern = nontrivial undu-
lation of black-hole metric. Dissipation due to shear vis-
cosity = gravitational waves falling into the horizon.

• Conformal examples show that hydrodynamics need not
emerge from an underlying kinetic theory of particles. A
liquid can just be a liquid.

• 1 < 4πη/s < 3 for QGP at RHIC and LHC.

• Suggests a new kind of universality, not yet well under-
stood, applying to dynamical aspects of strongly coupled
liquids. To which liquids? Unitary Fermi ‘gas’ ?



Why care about the value of η/s?
• Here is a theorist’s answer. . .

• Any gauge theory with a holographic dual has η/s = 1/4π
in the large-Nc, strong coupling, limit. In that limit, the
dual is a classical gravitational theory and η/s is related
to the absorption cross section for stuff falling into a
black hole. If QCD has a dual, since Nc = 3 it must be a
string theory. Determining (η/s) − (1/4π) would then be
telling us about string corrections to black hole physics,
in whatever the dual theory is.

• For fun, quantum corrections in dual of N = 4 SYM give:

η

s
=

1

4π

(
1 +

15 ζ(3)

(g2Nc)3/2
+

5

16

(g2Nc)1/2

N2
c

+ . . .

)
Myers, Paulos, Sinha

with 1/N2
c and Nf/Nc corrections yet unknown. Plug in

Nc = 3 and α = 1/3, i.e. g2Nc = 12.6, and get η/s ∼ 1.73/4π.
And, s/sSB ∼ 0.81, near QCD result at T ∼ 2− 3Tc.

• A more serious answer. . .



Beyond Quasiparticles
• QGP at RHIC & LHC, unitary Fermi “gas”, gauge the-

ory plasmas with holographic descriptions are all strongly
coupled fluids with no apparent quasiparticles.

• In QGP, with η/s as small as it is, there can be no
‘transport peak’, meaning no self-consistent description
in terms of quark- and gluon-quasiparticles. [Q.p. de-
scription self consistent if τqp ∼ (5η/s)(1/T )� 1/T .]

• Other “fluids” with no quasiparticle description include:
the “strange metals” (including high-Tc superconductors
above Tc); quantum spin liquids; matter at quantum crit-
ical points;. . .

• Emerging hints of how to look at matter in which quasi-
particles have disappeared and quantum entanglement is
enhanced: “many-body physics through a gravitational
lens.” Black hole descriptions of liquid QGP and strange
metals are continuously related! But, this lens is at
present still somewhat cloudy. . .



A Grand Challenge
• How can we clarify the understanding of fluids without

quasiparticles, whose nature is a central mystery in so
many areas of science?

• We have two big advantages: (i) direct experimental ac-
cess to the fluid of interest without extraneous degrees
of freedom; (ii) weakly-coupled quark and gluon quasi-
particles at short distances.

• We can quantify the properties and dynamics of Liquid
QGP at it’s natural length scales, where it has no quasi-
particles.

• Can we probe, quantify and understand Liquid QGP at
short distance scales, where it is made of quark and gluon
quasiparticles? See how the strongly coupled fluid emerges
from well-understood quasiparticles at short distances.

• The LHC and newly upgraded RHIC offer new probes and
open new frontiers.




